Metalloregulators respond to metal ions to regulate transcription of metal homeostasis genes. MerR-family metalloregulators act on σ 70 -dependent suboptimal promoters and operate via a unique DNA distortion mechanism in which both the apo and holo forms of the regulators bind tightly to their operator sequence, distorting DNA structure and leading to transcription repression or activation, respectively. It remains unclear how these metalloregulator−DNA interactions are coupled dynamically to RNA polymerase (RNAP) interactions with DNA for transcription regulation. Using single-molecule FRET, we study how the copper efflux regulator (CueR)-a Cu + -responsive MerR-family metalloregulator-modulates RNAP interactions with CueR's cognate suboptimal promoter PcopA, and how RNAP affects CueR−PcopA interactions. We find that RNAP can form two noninterconverting complexes at PcopA in the absence of nucleotides: a dead-end complex and an open complex, constituting a branched interaction pathway that is distinct from the linear pathway prevalent for transcription initiation at optimal promoters. Capitalizing on this branched pathway, CueR operates via a "biased sampling" instead of "dynamic equilibrium shifting" mechanism in regulating transcription initiation; it modulates RNAP's binding-unbinding kinetics, without allowing interconversions between the deadend and open complexes. Instead, the apo-repressor form reinforces the dominance of the dead-end complex to repress transcription, and the holo-activator form shifts the interactions toward the open complex to activate transcription. RNAP, in turn, locks CueR binding at PcopA into its specific binding mode, likely helping amplify the differences between apo-and holo-CueR in imposing DNA structural changes. Therefore, RNAP and CueR work synergistically in regulating transcription.
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single-molecule FRET | protein-DNA interaction dynamics | MerR-family regulators | metal-responsive transcription regulation M aintaining cellular metal homeostasis is essential for bacteria, which often dwell in environments with high concentrations of metals. Some of these metals are purely toxic to bacteria, such as Cd and Hg. Many others are required for cellular function, such as Zn and Cu, but can be toxic in excess. Cells have thus developed many ways to regulate intracellular metal concentrations (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Metal-responsive transcriptional regulation is one of them, where metalloregulators respond to intracellular metal ions and regulate transcription of metal efflux, uptake, or other metal homeostasis genes (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
In Gram-negative bacteria, MerR-family metalloregulators act on σ 70 -dependent suboptimal promoters to repress or activate transcription of metal resistance genes (7, 8) . These suboptimal promoters have elongated spacing, 19-20 bp (Fig. 1) , compared with the optimal 17 ± 1 bp, between the −35 and −10 elements. This elongated spacing causes a misalignment of these two recognition elements, impairing proper interactions with the RNA polymerase (RNAP) and leading to a weak basal level of transcription. Functioning as stable homodimers, MerR-family metalloregulators bind tightly to specific dyad-symmetric sequences within the spacer region in both unmetallated apo and metallated holo forms. The apoprotein acts as a repressor; its binding to DNA bends and distorts the promoter region, further impairing the ability of RNAP to productively engage with the −35 and −10 elements as required for open complex formation. The holoprotein has a different conformation, and its binding distorts the DNA by bending and unwinding the binding site. This distortion shortens the distance between the −35 and −10 elements and better aligns them for RNAP binding, thereby facilitating open complex formation and activating transcription. This DNA distortion mechanism for repressing and activating transcription (7, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , so far unique to MerR-family metalloregulators, is confirmed by the protein crystal structures in complex with DNA (14) (15) (16) (17) , which show the bending and unwinding of the DNA in the repressed and activated states.
The DNA distortion model has provided much insight into how metalloregulator-imposed DNA structural changes may affect RNAP−DNA interactions, especially for transcription activation. Little is known, however, on how metalloregulator−DNA interactions are coupled dynamically to RNAP−DNA interactions for transcription initiation. For example, how do the holo-metalloregulators facilitate the formation of the RNAP-promoter open complex, so as to activate transcription? How do the apo-metalloregulators repress transcription initiation? Does RNAP affect metalloregulator−DNA interactions and, if so, how? Answering Significance MerR-family regulators act on suboptimal promoters to control the transcriptions of genes that help bacteria defend against a diverse set of metals and drugs. How they modulate RNA polymerase (RNAP) activity to control transcription initiation remains unclear, however. Here we show that CueR-a Cu + -responsive MerR-family metalloregulator-biases the kinetic sampling of RNAP binding events that lead to two noninterconverting states: a dead-end complex to repress or an open complex to activate transcription, constituting a branched pathway distinct from the linear pathway prevalent for transcription initiation at optimal promoters. This mechanistic insight contributes new fundamental knowledge to bacterial transcription regulation, and may help develop antibiotics that target this regulation mechanism to compromise bacterial defenses. these questions will help elucidate the unique regulation mechanism of MerR-family regulators and contribute fundamental knowledge to our understanding of transcription initiation, the most regulated phase of transcription (19) .
Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) has proven to be powerful for dissecting the mechanisms of transcription initiation and elongation by RNAP at optimal promoters (20, 21) . Here we report a smFRET study of how CueR-a Cu + -responsive MerRfamily metalloregulator-modulates RNAP interactions with CueR's cognate suboptimal promoter and how RNAP in turn affects CueR-promoter interactions for transcription regulation. In Escherichia coli, CueR regulates the transcription of copperresistance genes, including CopA, an inner membrane copper ATPase, and CueO, a periplasmic multicopper oxidase (18, 22) , which both help to remove copper from the cell. We find that even in the absence of nucleotides, RNAP can form two complexes at the suboptimal promoter of the copA gene: a dead-end closed-like complex and an open complex, constituting a branched mechanistic pathway for transcription initiation, unlike the linear pathway prevalent for RNAP interactions with optimal promoters. Capitalizing on this branched pathway, CueR biases RNAP's binding-unbinding kinetics in forming these two complexes: in its apo-repressor form, CueR reinforces the dominance of the deadend complex to repress transcription; in its holo-activator form, it shifts the interactions toward the open complex to activate transcription. In either case, no interconversions between the deadend and open complexes are observed. RNAP in turn locks CueR binding at the promoter into the specific binding mode, likely helping amplify the differences between apo-and holo-CueR in imposing DNA structural changes. Therefore, RNAP and CueR work synergistically at the promoter in regulating transcription.
Results and Analysis
RNAP Forms Two, Noninterconverting, Complexes with the Suboptimal Promoter PcopA. We used smFRET to study RNAP interactions with a surface-immobilized 100-or 120-bp double-strand DNA that spans the entire footprint of RNAP at the suboptimal promoter of the copA gene, containing the −10 and −35 elements as well as the dyad-symmetric sequence recognized by CueR ( Fig.  2A , Left; SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A and B) . We refer to this DNA as PcopA. We labeled E. coli RNAP holoenzyme with the FRET acceptor Cy5 at R596C of the σ 70 factor (i.e., RNAP Cy5 ), which was shown to not interfere with RNAP function (23, 24) . We labeled PcopA with the FRET donor Cy3 at its −5 T base on the template strand (i.e., PcopA Cy3@−5 ; Fig. 1 ). Based on an RNAP−DNA complex structure (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C ) (25) , this label position is ∼6 nm from the acceptor on RNAP Cy5 ; it is also within the transcription bubble region, so the FRET should be sensitive to RNAP-promoter open complex formation. In vitro transcription assay further showed that both RNAP Cy5 and PcopA Cy3@−5 are functional (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 E and F) .
Analysis of the FRET efficiency (E FRET ) vs. time trajectory for a single immobilized PcopA Cy3@−5 interacting with 2 nM RNAP Cy5 in solution reveals three distinct E FRET states at E 0 ∼0.07, E 1 ∼0.58, and E 2 ∼0.87 ( Fig. 2 B and C) . The E 0 state corresponds to free PcopA Cy3@−5 DNA, as verified by control experiments in the absence of RNAP Cy5 . The observation of two additional states at higher E FRET indicates that RNAP can form two distinct complexes with PcopA in the absence of nucleotides.
These two complexes differ in stability, reflected by the ∼3.6:1 ratio of their peak areas in the E FRET histogram with the E 1 complex being the major complex (Fig. 2C ).
To confirm that the E 1 and E 2 states are not just from different label orientations in its microenvironment, we moved the Cy3 label on PcopA to −41 (i.e., PcopA Cy3@−41 ; Fig. 1 and Fig. 2A , Right), which is also a functional transcription template (SI Appendix, Fig. S1F ). Again, besides the free PcopA state at E 0 ∼0.07, two distinct higher E FRET states were observed at ∼0.78 and ∼0.95 (Fig. 2D) . The relative stabilities of the two states are ∼3.5:1, within error to that when using PcopA Cy3@−5 , corroborating that these two states indeed reflect two RNAP−PcopA complexes with different structural configurations. Moreover, with increasing RNAP Cy5 concentration, their populations expectedly increase relative to the free PcopA (SI Appendix, Fig.  S2B ). The extracted dissociation constant for the major RNAP− PcopA complex E 1 is K 1D ∼30 ± 3 nM, and that for the minor complex E 2 is K 2D ∼105 ± 26 nM (SI Appendix, Table S1 ).
As controls, we studied a Cy3-labeled DNA that does not contain the promoter sequence. Expectedly, only nonspecific complexes with RNAP Cy5 were observed; they exhibit a broad distribution of E FRET and have an overall dissociation constant of 1.1 ± 0.4 μM (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), consistent with reported RNAP interactions with nonspecific DNA (K D ∼10 −3 to 10 −6 M, depending on the salt concentrations) (26) . Moreover, with Cy5-labeled σ
70
-factor and without the RNAP core enzyme, no complex was observed with PcopA, consistent with σ 70 not binding to DNA alone (27) .
In the E FRET vs. time trajectories (Fig. 2B) , frequent E 0 ↔ E 1 and E 0 ↔ E 2 state transitions were observed, indicating that RNAP can bind and unbind reversibly to PcopA to form either of the two complexes. Surprisingly, almost no direct E 1 ↔ E 2 transitions were observed (i.e., merely one over ∼100 min during which 1,481 E 0 ↔ E 1 and E 0 ↔ E 2 transitions occurred), indicating that the two RNAP-PcopA complexes, once formed, essentially do not interconvert (rate is ∼10 −4 s
−1
). The distributions of the microscopic dwell time on the three states τ 0 , τ 1 , and τ 2 all follow single-exponential decays, indicating that the reversible binding-unbinding of RNAP to PcopA all follow single-step kinetics, and each of the three states contains just one dominant species (Fig. 3 B-D ). Analyzing these distributions gives the rate constants of the associated kinetic steps in a minimal three-state kinetic mechanism (Fig. 3A) , with the binding rate constants on the order of 10 6 M −1 ·s
, and unbinding rate constants on the order of 10 0 s −1 ( Table 1 ). The higher stability of the major E 1 complex results from both its larger binding rate constant (k 1 ) and its smaller unbinding rate constant (k −1 ), compared with those (i.e., k 2 and k −2 ) of the minor E 2 complex.
Holo-CueR, the Activator, Shifts RNAP−PcopA Interactions Toward the Original Minor Complex. We next examined how holo-CueR, the transcription activator, would affect RNAP Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−5 interactions. In the presence of 200 nM holo-CueR, a concentration significantly higher than the K D (∼120 nM) for CueR binding to PcopA (28), the same three E FRET states are present at E 0 ∼0.07, E 1 ∼0.58, and E 2 ∼0.87 (Fig. 4A) , corresponding to the free PcopA and the two RNAP−PcopA complexes. However, the relative populations of the two complexes have shifted significantly: the E 1 :E 2 state population ratio is now ∼0.57:1 (Fig. 4A) , compared with ∼3.6:1 in the absence of holo-CueR (Fig. 2C ). And this shift comes more from the stabilization of the E 2 complex and less from the destabilization of the E 1 complex, as reflected by their populations relative to the free PcopA and their apparent dissociation constants (Table 1) . Therefore, the original minor RNAP Cy5 -PcopA Cy3@−5 complex at E 2 ∼0.87 becomes the dominant complex upon interaction with the activator holo-CueR. The same shift toward the minor complex induced by holo-CueR is also observed for the alternatively labeled RNAP Cy5 -PcopA Cy3@−41 interactions, and this shift is proportional to the concentration of holo-CueR (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ).
In addition to holo-CueR, we further added 1 mM ATP, the initiating nucleotide, which was shown to stabilize open complex formation at millimolar concentrations (29, 30) . For both RNAP Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−5 and RNAP Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−41 interactions, a further (although slight) shift toward the E 2 complex is clear: the E 1 :E 2 complex population ratio drops to ∼0.4:1 (Fig.  4A, Inset) . Further addition of the next nucleotide, GTP, did not cause any discernible changes (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C) . As a control, we added ATP in the absence of holo-CueR; no discernible change was observed in the RNAP−PcopA interactions (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ).
Apo-CueR, the Repressor, Reinforces the Original Major RNAP−PcopA
Complex. In the presence of 200 nM apo-CueR, the transcription repressor, the same three E FRET states are present in RNAP Cy5 − PcopA Cy3@−5 interactions: the free PcopA (E 0 ) and the two complexes (E 1 and E 2 ; Fig. 4B ). The dominance of the E 1 complex is slightly reinforced (E 1 :E 2 population ratio is ∼4.1:1 compared with the original ∼3.6:1), in contrast with the ability of holo-CueR to flip their relative stabilities. The same reinforcement by apo-CueR is observed for the alternatively labeled RNAP Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−41 interactions (SI Appendix, Fig. S7B ). This reinforcement results from the further stabilization of the E 1 complex, whereas the stability of the E 2 complex is only increased slightly, as reflected by their populations relative to the free PcopA (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 D and E) . Adding the initiating nucleotide ATP did not cause any further changes (Fig. 4B, Inset) . active transcription initiation pathway), rendering it dominant (Fig. 4A) . (iii) Apo-CueR, the repressor, is expected to secure the inactive closed-like complex for transcription repression. Consistently, apo-CueR reinforces the original major RNAP-PcopA complex (Fig. 4B) . Previous studies of MerR-family metalloregulators also showed the apo-repressor-DNA complex to be dominated by the closed complex (11, 13) . (iv) ATP, the initiating nucleotide, is expected to stabilize the open complex while not affecting much the closed-like complex. Consistently, ATP further shifts RNAP-PcopA interactions toward the original minor complex in the presence of the activator holo-CueR (Fig.  4A , Inset) while causing no discernible changes in the presence of the repressor apo-CueR (Fig. 4B, Inset) .
Several evidences further support that the DNA strands are likely to be separated in the open complex E 2 . (i) Past DNA footprinting showed that in the presence of holo-activator, the transcription bubble is clearly formed at these suboptimal promoters (10, 13). (ii) For PcopA Cy3@−5 , the FRET donor Cy3 is located on the template strand within the region for forming the transcription bubble. The structure of an open RNAP-DNA complex shows that this part of template strand is closer to the Cy5 labeling position on RNAP than the nontemplate strand after bubble formation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C) (25, 31) , suggesting that bubble formation would bring Cy3 closer to the Cy5; this would lead to a higher E FRET value for the open complex than that of the inactive closed-like complex, which is consistent with our assignment-for RNAP Cy3 −PcopA Cy3@−5 interactions, the open complex E 2 ∼0.87, higher than the dead-end complex E 1 ∼0.58 (Fig. 2C) Fig. S5A ), supporting that the bubble is already present and no further strand separation is needed for ATP binding.
It is worth noting that for RNAP Cy5 -PcopA Cy3@−41 interactions, the open complex (E 2 ∼0.95) has a higher E FRET value than the dead-end complex (E 1 ∼0.78), indicating that the formation of the open complex moves the upstream DNA segment (i.e., around position −41) closer toward RNAP. Therefore, the DNA structural changes associated with open complex formation at PcopA involve not only those at the transcription bubble but also those at upstream locations, which may be related to the upstream DNA wrapping around RNAP (13, 25, 32, 33) .
CueR Changes RNAP Binding-Unbinding Kinetics in Forming Open or
Dead-End Complex Without Allowing for Interconversion. To determine the kinetic basis of the population shifts between the open and dead-end RNAP-PcopA complexes caused by holoand apo-CueR, we extracted kinetic rate constants from the distributions of the microscopic dwell times τ 0 , τ 1 , and τ 2 using the minimal model in Fig. 3A (Table 1 ). Regarding the dead-end complex, holo-CueR does not change RNAP's binding rate constant (k 1 ) significantly, but increases its unbinding (k −1 ) by ∼65%, resulting in its weakening. Regarding the open complex, holo-CueR significantly increases RNAP's binding rate constant (k 2 ) by ∼157%, while slightly decreasing its unbinding (k −2 ) by ∼19%, leading to its strengthening. Overall, holo-CueR modulates RNAP−PcopA interactions by accelerating RNAP's unbinding from the dead-end complex and more significantly by increasing RNAP's binding to form the open complex, leading to transcription activation.
In contrast, apo-CueR slightly increases the binding rate constant (k 1 ) of the dead-end complex by ∼21% and slightly decreases the unbinding (k −1 ) by ∼15%, leading to a strengthening of the dead-end complex. For the open complex, apoCueR increases slightly both its binding (k 2 ) and its unbinding (k −2 ) rate constants by ∼33% and ∼12%, respectively, resulting in its slight strengthening. Overall, apo-CueR modulates RNAPPcopA binding-unbinding kinetics, leading to a net reinforcement of the dead-end complex and thus transcription repression.
Regardless of whether holo-or apo-CueR was present, essentially no interconversion between the dead-end and open complexes of RNAP-PcopA was observed (i.e., two interconversions in ∼240 min during which 5,180 binding-unbinding events occurred, corresponding to a rate of ∼10 −5 s −1 ). Therefore, apo-CueR and holo-CueR bias RNAP's kinetic sampling of the dead-end or open complexes, giving rise to transcription repression or activation.
RNAP Locks CueR−PcopA Interactions into the Specific Binding Mode.
To probe how RNAP would affect CueR−DNA interactions, we used smFRET to examine CueR Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−41 in the presence of unlabeled RNAP. We have previously shown that singly labeled CueR (at C129; SI Appendix, section 1b) is functional, and we characterized CueR interactions with the PcopA operator site (28) . We found that CueR, in both its apo and holo forms, can bind to the operator site with two different binding modes: one in which CueR recognizes the specific sequence and distorts the DNA structure, and the other in which CueR likely interacts with the DNA in a nonspecific fashion (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 ). Furthermore, once forming the specific binding mode at the recognition site, both apo-and holo-CueR can undergo an assisted dissociation or direct substitution process, where a CueR molecule from the surrounding solution helps carry away or replaces the incumbent CueR on DNA, respectively. Fig. 5A shows the single-molecule E FRET histogram of holoCueR Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−41 interactions. The peak at E 0 ∼0.07 is the free PcopA state. The peak at E CueR-P ∼0.81 is a holoCueR Cy5 -PcopA Cy3@−41 complex, in which the homodimeric CueR binds in an orientation such that its Cy5 label on one monomer is closer to the Cy3 label on PcopA than in the other orientation, whose E FRET value is small (∼0.18; SI Appendix, Fig. S12A ), and the corresponding peak is buried by the large E 0 peak. The two different binding orientations of CueR Cy5 on PcopA Cy3@−41 results from that the single Cy5 label on one monomer breaks the symmetry of the homodimeric CueR, as we have shown (28) . The presence of the two different CueR binding modes in each orientation cannot be resolved by their E FRET , and instead, is reflected by the distribution of the dwell time τ bound on the CueRbound E CueR-P state: it is a double-exponential distribution (Fig.  5C) (28) . The assisted dissociation or direct substitution process of CueR on PcopA is reflected by that 〈τ bound 〉 −1
, the apparent singlemolecule rate for CueR−PcopA complex dissociation, increases with the CueR concentration in the solution; and these two processes only occur in the specific CueR−PcopA binding mode, as we have shown (28) .
With the addition of 100 nM RNAP (a concentration comparable to the K D 's for RNAP binding to PcopA; Table 1 whereas the E CueR-P state of the holo-CueR Cy5 −PcopA Cy3@−41 complex diminishes (Fig. 5B) . The same behavior was observed for apo-CueR Cy5 interactions with PcopA Cy3@−41 in the presence of RNAP (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). Furthermore, the increase in the E CueR-RP peak area and the decrease in the E CueR-P peak area both scale with increasing RNAP concentration (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). In contrast, core RNAP (i.e., without the σ 70 factor), which can only interact with DNA nonspecifically (K D ∼10 −4 to 10 −6 M, depending on the salt concentrations) (26, 34) , did not cause any discernible perturbation (SI Appendix, Fig.  S10 ), suggesting that core RNAP does not bind significantly to the CueR−PcopA complex. Together, these results show that RNAP can directly interact with the CueR−PcopA complex at the promoter region, forming a ternary complex in which the CueR-PcopA interaction structure is perturbed compared with that in the absence of RNAP. The observation of the ternary complex here is consistent with previous studies of RNAP-DNAMerR interactions (10, 35, 36) .
Interestingly, with the addition of RNAP, the distribution of the dwell time τ bound on the holo-CueR bound state now follows a single-exponential decay (Fig. 5D) , suggesting that one of the two CueR binding modes vanished. However, 〈τ bound 〉 −1 still increases with increasing [holo-CueR] (SI Appendix, Fig. S12B ), indicating that the assisted dissociation or direct substitution process still occur to CueR bound on PcopA while interacting with RNAP. Because the assisted dissociation and direct substitution only occur to a CueR−DNA complex in the specific binding mode wherein CueR recognizes the specific sequence and distorts DNA structure, the remaining binding mode of CueR on PcopA must be the specific binding mode. Assuming various rate constants for CueR−DNA interactions and using the previously determined CueR−DNA interaction mechanism (28), we simulated the distributions of τ bound. These simulations further support the notion that the distribution of τ bound converts from a double-exponential decay into a single-exponential decay because only the specific binding mode remains (SI Appendix, section 9c and Fig. S13) . Together, these results show that RNAP locks CueR−PcopA interactions into the specific binding mode at the recognition site.
Discussion
Using smFRET measurements we have quantified the dynamic interactions among E. coli RNAP, the suboptimal promoter PcopA, and the MerR-family metalloregulator CueR. Without CueR, RNAP can bind to PcopA reversibly to form two distinct, noninterconverting RNAP−PcopA complexes (Fig. 6) . The major RNAP−PcopA complex can be assigned as a dead-end closed-like complex (RP DE ); its dominance can account for the weakly repressed nature of the promoter PcopA. The minor complex can be assigned as an open complex (RP O ); its presence can account for the leakage transcription observable at this promoter. And for both complexes, their formation and dissociation kinetics follow effective single-step kinetics without detectable kinetic intermediates within our time resolution (30 ms).
The observed dead-end complex RP DE is a terminally unproductive complex (i.e., off pathway toward active transcription; Holo-CueR, the transcription activator, predominantly accelerates RNAP's unbinding from RP DE and even more significantly accelerates its binding to form RP O , thus shifting the RNAP−PcopA interactions toward RP O and leading to transcription activation (Fig. 6) . In contrast, apo-CueR, the transcription repressor, slightly increases both the binding and unbinding for forming RP O , but more significantly, it increases RNAP's binding and decreases its unbinding for forming RP DE , overall reinforcing the dominance of RP DE and leading to transcription repression (Fig. 6) . Moreover, neither holo-nor apo-CueR enables interconversions between RP DE and RP O . Therefore, CueR regulates transcription via a biased sampling mechanism, in which the RNAP's binding and unbinding kinetics to the promoter are tuned in forming the dead-end or open complex, depending on CueR's metallation state, rather than a dynamic equilibrium shift mechanism, in which the interconversion rates between the dead-end and open complexes are altered to shift the equilibrium toward one or the other. At the molecular level, CueR likely achieves the biasing by distorting the DNA structure at the promoter. The bending and unwinding of DNA imposed by the holo-CueR (10, 11, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) are likely the structural basis for it to bias RNAP's kinetic sampling toward the open complex that we discovered here. Apo-CueR mainly bends the DNA at the recognition site and the structural changes differ from that imposed by holo-CueR (14) ; this different structural distortion could be the basis for apo-CueR's biasing RNAP toward sampling more of the dead-end complex.
From the perspective of CueR−PcopA interactions, we found that RNAP can lock CueR into its specific binding mode at the recognition site, suppressing its nonspecific binding mode, which likely reflects a synergistic effect in forming the ternary RNAP− PcopA−CueR open or dead-end complex. Consistently, RNAP's overall affinity to PcopA is increased in the presence of holo-or apo-CueR, whereas CueR's overall affinity to PcopA is also increased in the presence of RNAP (SI Appendix, Fig. S14 ).
The presence of the dead-end, off-pathway complex RP DE here constitutes a distinct "branched" RNAP−PcopA interaction pathway, compared with the linear pathway prevalent for RNAP interactions with optimal promoters. For optimal promoters, RNAP binding generally results in an initial closed complex, which then quickly isomerizes to the open complex which is competent for transcription initiation (19, 30, 33) . This branched pathway of RNAP-PcopA interactions is also distinct from the earlier branched pathway for transcription initiation at λP R AL and T7A1 promoters, where the branching occurs after forming the closed complex (37, 38) . Exploiting this branched interaction pathway, CueR biases the kinetic sampling of RNAP between the off-pathway RP DE and the RP O , leading to transcription repression or activation. This biased sampling also builds on the unique feature that the apo-repressor and holo-activator forms of MerR-family metalloregulators both bind to the recognition sequences tightly; their tight bindings allow them to exert DNA structural distortions, which may differ depending on CueR's metallation state, thus leading to different biasing. Because MerRfamily regulators encompass not only many metal-sensing regulators but also drug-and redox-sensing ones (1), the operation mechanism of CueR elucidated here should contribute a broad understanding to this mechanistically unique but functionally diverse family of transcription regulators, and may help the development of antibiotics that target this regulation process to compromise bacteria's defense.
Materials and Methods
Materials and methods are described in SI Appendix, section 1, and include the design, labeling, and preparation of DNA constructs; expression, purification, and labeling of RNAP and CueR; in vitro transcription assay; and single-molecule FRET imaging and data analysis.
